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BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS 

 

Economics had been a science that operated with pure statics, mathematical 

formulas. An important discovery was made by marginal theory, that declared the 

irrational nature of humanity. In the 21
st
 century scientific theories are made up on the 

multi-disciplinal joint. ”Demand creates supply” was the dogma of the economy, yet 

John Maynard Keynes disputed it in his theory[1], and now, the combination of 

psychology, sociology, mathematics and economy invented a new doctrine – behavioral 

economics. 

The idea of irrationality was found in other discipline, linguistics – Noam 

Chomsky, the professor of linguistics and author of several revolutionary theories, made 

up a point, that all languages of humanity are created due to irrational nature of people, 

as example – if our languages were rational, they would look like formal logic or 

mathematics, yet that’s false. Human languages are bad at rational, scientific description 

of nature, but perfect for creativity and art. 

The old theories of market have failed, either planed-economy soviet system and 

classical market economy, causing the extermination of Soviet Union and 2008 crisis. 

The main trouble was understanding of human nature as rational and forgetting about 

the most important – human will and feelings. Important role was played by existencial 

philosophy, that claims that things being is dependent on perception, linguistic 

irrationality of language, as pointed earlier, and cognitive psychology.Daniel Kahneman 

introduced the new way of understanding market’s principles. 

The point of irrationality is the basis of behavioral economics, due to it CEO 

managers create advertisements, as example – free gifts from shops, it quite unprofitable 

to simply give out goods, but the reason of such actions is that person will go to the 

shop to get free stuff will contact with bright billboards, attractive products and decide 

to buy it – and that will bring the owner money.[2].While behavioral economics claims 

irrationality of human nature, still authors and researchers says, that human is 

predictably irrational[3]. And a plenty of companies already uses new methods taking 

into account new psychological realities and knowledge[4]. 

The most popular argumentof the surd intellection is a problem of 

cognitivedistortions.It is an effect of irrational thought patternthat can lead to different 

false conclusions in the context of human thinkingand perception [5]. For example, the 

effect of mental filtering, that is a cognitive deformation,can influence on making 

decisions in the system of economic relations and social traffics. Logical thinking is an 

abstract and ideal notion, because this type of thought can be just an orienteer, rather 

than idea of logic like a method. 

The second argument is that basis of human perception makes by mapping of 

attitudes and behavior. It can be descripted by conception of self-justification[6]. Some 

irrational behavioral events, that are influenced by social area and conformism, can be 



contrasted with attitudes of individual as a member of economic relations. Then, 

cognitive dissonance can be arisen, so individual want to be saved of this effect by 

adapting behavioral events as a caused by own attitudes. That is why behave of 

individuals and characters of personality are irrational, even in the context of economic 

relations.  

On the other hand, the new way of selling products might cause social problems, 

the sociological paradigm “Society of consumption” predicted the growth of obstruction 

of the consume-oriented way of life, which cause nihilism, destruction of nature, 

disappearance of the common sense[7]. Modern researches share the opinion of 

Baudrillard, the growth of advertisement, target-oriented politics of companies oriented 

to provoke nostalgia, commodity fetishism[8]. 

The society of consumption is a huge problem for the post-industrial societies, yet 

behavioral economics helps us understand the new rules of the market and finding the 

solution. 
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